The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Indian Energy works with Alaska Native village governments, village corporations, regional corporations, and tribal or intertribal organizations to maximize the development and deployment of strategic energy solutions in Alaska.

DOE INVESTMENTS IN ALASKA TRIBAL ENERGY PROJECTS (2010–2018)

- Approximately $22 million invested by DOE
- Nearly 50 energy development and efficiency projects funded
- Nearly $35 million in tribal cost share
The Office of Indian Energy: Funded 60 Alaska Native villages, with 35 villages directly impacted by hardware installations. Has invested $22 million since 2010 in nearly 50 Alaska projects valued at $57 million. Announced in July 2019 the selection of 3 Alaska villages (Togiak, Kwethluk, and Igiugig) to receive $2.6 million.

Learn more about funded projects at energy.gov/indianenergy/projects

The Office of Indian Energy provides:

Capacity-building opportunities customized to address the unique energy challenges in Alaska, including regional workshops and forums.

Annual Program Review meetings featuring project status updates from tribes across the nation, with one or two days dedicated to Alaska projects.

A variety of online educational resources, including webinars, a listserv, Alaska project summaries, and an extensive energy resource library.

Find resources at energy.gov/indianenergy/resources/education-and-training

The Office of Indian Energy:

Completed more than 130 technical assistance requests in Alaska since 2010 (40% of all requests), providing technical analysis, financial analysis, and strategic energy planning support at no cost.

Invested more than $650,000 worth of technical assistance to 56 Alaska Native villages in fiscal years 2015-2016.

Established a network of 7 intertribal organizations to provide technical assistance across Alaska—a $7.1 million cost-shared investment by DOE in 2016.

Learn more and apply at energy.gov/indianenergy/technical-assistance

Learn more about our work in Alaska and sign up for our listserv at energy.gov/indianenergy

Contact our Alaska-based staff: Givey Kochanowski, Alaska Program Manager, givey.kochanowski@hq.doe.gov